YOUR QUALITY – OUR PASSION

FROM ENGINEERING
STUDENT WITH A DREAM
TO INTERNATIONAL
PROFESSIONAL
Lainisalo Oy’s story began in 1990 when a young engineering student, working as an
entrepreneur, financed his studies and young family by working for automotive and
industrial paint shops. Back then the company’s name was Maalaus-Lainisalo.
In one particular job interview, the conversation turned to a problem with an unidentified
paint that had been troubling the employer. None of the sub-contractors had so far
been able to make the paint work and time was beginning to run out. The interviewer
asked whether the engineering student believed he could solve the paint problem.
“Of course” he replied, and then spent a sleepless weekend experimenting and,
come Monday morning, finally solving the problem. However, the work was only just
beginning. As a surprise, both of the painters employed by the company quit simultaneously, leaving the entire paint job on the shoulders of the engineering student. The
job was, however, completed, and with this success the foundation for a whole new
career had been established. Soon, the engineering student would have three employees
of his own and, due to the ever growing workload of his own business, he would leave
his studies.
Over the course of thirty years, that young engineering student, Pertti Lainisalo, has
grown his one-man company into a business that employs over 100 professionals.
The company’s strong construction and industrial painting expertise is recognised in
both Finland and abroad. The company has now moved on to the next generation,
among its management and employees. Passion for the industry and the desire to
deliver quality work, according to customers’ diverse wishes, are the secrets to Lainisalo’s
success.
In the future, Lainisalo Oy, along with its subsidiaries, will be turning its attention
increasingly towards the international market, with quality as its guiding principle and,
as its objective, an always unparalleled customer experience.

Established
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1990
120
12 MM
MAIN LINES OF BUSINESS:
Electronics industry
Automotive industry
Military industry
Maritime industry
Construction industry
Medical industry

QUALITY, QUALITY AND QUALITY
At Lainisalo, all operations are based on lean thinking: we do
the right things right. We remain alert and remove components
that have no value from those places where our services are
created. Also, without any preconceived ideas, we try out new
work methods and immediately introduce those innovations
that are proven to work.

ÄHTÄRI

We take responsibility for the best quality or, in other words,
for guaranteeing the conditions for an unparalleled customer
experience. Fortunately, we have partners and like-minded
operators around us with whom we develop our services,
according to growing demands, while not forgetting functional
cooperation with our clients.
All of our offices have been granted ISO 9001 2015 and ISO
14001 2015 certificates.

HELSINKI

The GoZee app makes the brochure come alive
Lainisalo Oy HELSINKI
Lainisalo Rakennusmaalaus Oy HELSINKI
Lainisalo Oy ÄHTÄRI
Lainisalo Industrial Painting OÜ TALLINN
Lainisalo Powder Painting OÜ TALLINN

powder coat painting and wet painting
construction painting
wet painting
wet painting, robotic and assembly works

TALLINN
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smartphone or tablet.
2. Open the app and use it on pages with the GoZee icon.
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OUR SERVICES IN HELSINKI
We aim to provide the best industrial surface finishing service in Finland, for companies
of all sizes. With our one stop shop, you will receive wet painting and powder coat
painting, with pretreatment, as well as product development and expert services.
Our product development acts as an independent unit. We have our own laboratory
where we conduct all tests and experiments when refining our surface finishing processes
and methods for our customers’ needs. We have expertise in surface finishing inspection
of steel structures.
In our three separate paint shops, we are able to respond to the increasingly diverse
needs of our customers. We specialize in painting metals and plastics; however, all
other materials will also receive a functional high quality surface. We coat various
surfaces with both our automated system and by hand.
Our expert staff, modern equipment and large capacity always guarantee the best
solution for each surface finishing need.
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Manual powder coat paint shop with two painting stations
Manual wet paint shop for small parts and ESD painting
Power and Free wet painting line with two painting booths
Polishing and finishing space
Grindery
2 closed painting chambers for big objects 3000 x 1500 x 1500 mm
Silk press and laser marking
Powder coating system 3000 x 300 x 1100 mm
2 abrasive blasting booths for small parts
Wet painting system for small parts
A testing laboratory with a salt spray chamber

OUR SERVICES IN ÄHTÄRI
Our Ähtäri office, which began its operations in 2009, is situated in the Inha factory
premises, just under 10 kilometres from the city centre.
We specialise in painting aluminum boats (Buster and Yamarin), whose chemical
pretreatment is completed with Oxilan chemistry. We also tape boats on our premises
in cooperation with Erikoisteippi Oy. We handle approximately 2000 boats a year.
We have a painting system for both small and large parts. The maximum size of the
parts is 7500 x 3000 x 2000 mm and the maximum weight is 1000 kg. In addition,
we have a separate painting chamber for transportable parts.
Our precise and quality work guarantee a surface for aluminium boats that will last
and protect from corrosion, and it is also easy to maintain.

OUR SERVICES IN ESTONIA
In 2016, we began our operations in Tallinn, where we have two offices. In Tallinn,
we employ approximately 20 industry professionals, some of whom have transferred
from our offices in Finland. A motivated and proud staff is the key to our success.

LAINISALO INDUSTRIAL PAINTING OÜ

LAINISALO POWDER PAINTING OÜ

Our wet paint shop especially serves system providers in the tech industry and the
plastics and workshop industry. We have a modern wet paint shop at our disposal,
and we also offer silk and tampo press services. Our objective is to become the leading
industrial paint shop in the Baltics.

Our powder paint shop handles both large capacity automated painting as well as small
paint jobs by hand. We use a ITW Gema automated paint shop with 14 pistols. The automated system contains a powerful powder recovery system, which allows for a 98 per
cent powder usage rate. The automated system has a five-stage Surtec 609 pretreatment.
We also have a wide variety of different pretreatment and post-treatment services at our
disposal as well as packing, assembling and logistics services.

In addition to traditional industrial painting, we also use a robotic painting system
(four painting robots, length of the process is 155 m). The painted sequences may
also be small (e.g. a few hundred units), which enables a fast and multifaceted service.
We also conduct product development production method testing at our offices. For
metal products, we use a four-stage bonderite pretreatment.

LAINISALO RAKENNUSMAALAUS OY
Lainisalo Rakennusmaalaus Oy, which operates in Konala, Helsinki, handles both large
and small interior and exterior projects reliably and professionally. Our customer base
consists of large construction companies and our worksites are located mostly in
Southern Finland.
Our story began in 2007 when our parent company employed Gebhard Troyer, an
Austrian-born painting master who specialises in decorative painting and refurbishing.
He assembled a team of experts around him to conduct demanding refurbishing and
decorative painting at special locations, such as luxury cruise liners.
After Gebhard Troyer retired, he was replaced by painting master Ilkka Hautala. The
company started to get a foothold in painting and leveling projects and turnover
increased substantially. The current name of the company, Lainisalo Rakennusmaalaus
Oy, was adopted in 2015.
We now employ approximately 50 people directly and 10–20 through sub-contractors.
Our operations are quietly expanding and we are concentrating on first-class quality
and the professional management of worksites. We employ a mostly Finnish workforce.
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EXAMPLES OF OUR REFERENCES
METROPOLIA MYLLYPURO CAMPUS
Painting and leveling work, 2017–2019
Buyer YIT Construction Oy
KAISANIEMI PRIMARY SCHOOL, HELSINKI
Interior painting and leveling work, 2014–2015
Buyer YIT Construction Oy
CITY LIBRARY OODI
Painting and leveling, 2017–2018
Buyer YIT Construction Oy
UNIVERSITY OF ART AND DESIGN HELSINKI, HÄMEENTIE 135
Facade plastering and painting, Interior painting and leveling work,
2017–2018
Buyer Lemminkäinen talo Oy / YIT Talo Oy

Coating Tech Oy
tel. +358 (0)207 798 790
Pakkalantie 27 A, 01510 Vantaa

www.lainisalo.fi/en

www.coatingtech.fi

HELSINKI
Lainisalo Oy
Valuraudantie 5–7, 00700 Helsinki, Finland
Manager Martin Finell, puh. +358 40 3576490
finland@lainisalo.fi
Lainisalo Rakennusmaalaus Oy
Ruosilankuja 3 A, 00390 Helsinki, Finland
Manager Ilkka Hautala +358 400 869882
ilkka.hautala@lainisalo.fi

Cost-efficient solutions
for masking and powder
coating process

TALLINN

• www.jssuomi.fi

Lainisalo Industrial Painting OÜ
Peterburi tee 66/70, Tallinn 11415, Estonia
Manager Juuso Lustre, puh +358 40 3562079
estonia@lainisalo.fi
Lainisalo Powder Painting OÜ
Ämma tee 78 B, Iru küla, Harju maakond 74206, Estonia
Product manager Marek Reinsalu, puh +372 58585106
estonia@lainisalo.fi

 Hooks and hanging systems
 Masking for flat surfaces, holes and axels
 Special solutions
 Powder coatings

